COVID-19 Screening tool
Fast Results, Cost-Effective, Accurate
100% Organic and Allergen Free

Health Canada Approved

Need for Anosmic ® Test
• Currently, tests available for detecting the virus take too long to give results and are
expensive (RT-PCR takes 2-4 days and costs $225/test)
• In the absence of a practical screening system, many businesses have had to shut down
or operate with limited staff for fear of triggering “super spreader” events at their
companies. Millions have lost their jobs and livelihood.
• Family and friend units have been unable to socialize safely for fear of spreading the virus
to vulnerable members. This is leading to indirect ill health effects from people suffering
from loneliness, depression and anxiety or having to postpone normal medical treatment.
• American scientific studies using smell quantitative assessment demonstrated that 98%
of COVID-19 patients exhibited at least some smell dysfunction (Moein, et al 2020).

Anosmic ® Test
Anosmic COVID-19 Smell Tester is a unique medical device that screens for the
coronavirus by detecting a sudden loss of smell. Anosmic COVID-19 Smell Tester is a
screening tool approved by Health Canada for detection of COVID-19 infection for
symptomatic and asymptomatic patients. The device gives off a particular odor derived
from a specially engineered combination of organic ingredients. The subject inhales and
records the intensity of smell on regular basis. If there is sudden loss or deterioration of
smell, then one is advised to seek medical attention and obtain a confirmatory test (e.g. RTPCR). This test can be routinely used as a first line of defense in evaluating COVID-19
patients in mass scale followed by more robust clinical assays. This test can help us in
prioritizing and segregating possible COVID positive cases from the general population.

Benefits of Using Anosmic® Test
• Anosmic COVID-19 Smell Tester is the only such device approved for sale in Canada.
• Health Canada approved, organic and allergen free.
• It is fast (<30 sec/test), cost-effective (<$0.30/test), and accurate (>90%).
• Test can be conducted by subjects independently without any assistance.
• Quick diagnosis at home, businesses, public areas or medical care facilities.
• Used as primary screening method to triage for COVID-19 infection.
• Reduces the burden on health care system.
• Avoids use of invasive and expensive swab and expensive RT-PCR based testing.
• Frequency of the test can be increased to a daily basis.

Using the Anosmic® Test
• The device should best be used in combination with other screening measures such as
temperature checks and self-monitoring of symptoms (e.g. fever, dry cough, tiredness, etc.)
• Coronavirus symptoms differ from one individual to the next. Not all coronavirus infected
subjects experience a loss of smell, although most do.
• It is advised that the Anosmic COVID-19 Smell Tester is used in combination with
customized COVID protocols to ensure proper measures are taken. ETIO Public health
Consultants can provide such guidance and handbooks.

Evidence For Anosmic® Tests
• Smell quantitative assessment demonstrated that 98% of COVID-19 patients exhibited
some smell dysfunction (Moein et al, 2020)
• US army uses sniff test in South Korea (Rosie McCall- Newsweek 4 May 2020)
• CDC (US) suggests anosmia as one of the ten clinical tips for COVID-19 (cdc.gov)
• A recent loss of smell is one of the eleven symptoms identified by Canadian Government
as well (canada. ca)
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